March 13, 2017
Board of Directors
Albertsons
M.S. 10501
P.O. Box 29093
Phoenix, AZ 85038

Robert Edwards
CEO, Safeway Inc.
5918 Stoneridge Mall Rd.
Pleasanton, CA 94588

Re: Safeway at Bailey Plaza, 570 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View CA 94043
Other Safeway stores in our area
E-distribution link: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/17010694/Albertsons%20170313.pdf
Dear Mr. Edwards and Board of Directors:
Although this letter initially was intended to address issues for a specific Safeway store (above),
we are sending this to you for two reasons:
1. In our research for this letter, we discovered something that should be of interest to the Board
of Directors: Customers’ satisfaction with Safeway stores in general in our area as reflected
in Yelp.com reviews appears to have been declining since the 2015 acquisition by
Albertsons.
2. With respect to declining service from the store identified above, we have been unsuccessful
in eliciting relief at a local or regional level. Your representatives have listened patiently and
appear sympathetic but no action has been forthcoming after months of effort.
I’m contacting you on behalf of the Moffett Boulevard Neighborhood Group, a neighborhood
organization in Mountain View, California, and residents of other Silicon Valley neighborhoods
served by this Safeway. As Lead of its
Over the past two years Yelp.com ratings for this Safeway
forum hosted on Nextdoor.com, I
store dropped almost two full points, generally below all
noticed threads attracting an unpreceother grocery chains in the area.
dented response that reflected
frustration and exasperation from very
This Safeway's Yelp Reviews
long checkout lines at this Safeway and
Over Past Two Years
with lack of responsiveness to
complaints. Negative comments
5
exceeded those for any business in this
4
forum’s history.
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Just before sending this letter we took a
quick poll (please see attached). 87%
expressed concern for unusually long
delays. Two thirds (66%) of the 366
respondents indicated their experiences

at this store have caused them to either stop
or reconsider shopping there.

“We plan to be the favorite local
supermarket in every community
we serve,” said Safeway President
and CEO Robert Edwards

I am attaching copies of just two of the
forum threads for your examination. As you
can see, residents from adjacent
neighborhoods also felt compelled to
participate, representing many thousands of
customers and former customers of this store. Comments range from accounts of futile appeals
via your published telephone numbers inviting feedback, to recommendations to abandon the
Safeway for listed competitors. One forum member suggested we contact a local TV station
investigative unit, given Safeway’s unresponsiveness, also reflected in low Yelp.com reviews.

Thousands of potential new Safeway customers will be joining our neighborhoods
New residents often look to us to advise them on where to shop. We would love to be in a
position to restore the Bailey Plaza Safeway as a recommended shopping destination.
The following are just a few of the many new housing developments coming to this Safeway’s
area, residents of which will be deciding where to shop:
•
•

•

•

•

•

The Prometheus Real Estate Group has just opened 184 new apartments only three blocks
from this Safeway at 100 Moffett Boulevard.
California Military Communities, LLC
has applied for annexation of an
New nearby developments represent thousands of
approximately 17-acre parcel to allow
potential new Safeway customers
multi-family residential redevelopment
for 1,100 of new homes at 500 Moffett
Boulevard, two long blocks from this
Safeway.
Fortbay Development has applied to
construct 711 new apartments just one
long block from this Safeway at 777
West Middlefield Road between
Shoreline Boulevard and Moffett
Boulevard.
AvalonBay Communities, Inc. has
applied for a zoning amendment that
would allow adding a 341-unit addition
to an existing 402-unit residential
development at 555 Middlefield Avenue,
three long blocks from this Safeway.
Calvano/CRP Mountain View Venture,
LLC has applied for rezoning for construction of 203 apartment units, a new seven-story
residential structure and 100 condominium units at 1001 N. Shoreline Boulevard, just up
the street from this Safeway.
Mid-Pen Housing has just applied to the City of Mountain View for construction of 62
affordable units at 460 North Shoreline Boulevard, just up the street from this Safeway.

2

A written response would be appreciated
A written response will allow us to post it to our forum to assure concerned residents their
complaints have been heard and what specific actions are being taken to restore an acceptable
shopping environment for this Safeway. We look forward to being able to once again include
Safeway as a recommended store for area residents.
Sincerely,

George Markle
Lead, Moffett Boulevard Neighborhood Group
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Two-thirds of Respondents to Safeway Poll Report
Now Shopping Elsewhere or Considering Doing So
Safeway, 570 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View, CA, Nextdoor.com forum poll

Poll: Concerned with the length of checkout times at the Safeway at Bailey
Plaza on Shoreline?
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 1 Mar

PLEASE RESPOND BY MARCH 8th.
How satisfied are you with length of checkout lines and checkout times at this Safeway?

Concerned with the length of checkout times at
the Safeway at Bailey Plaza on Shoreline?
Unusually long delays have aﬀected
where I now shop.

66%

I'm concerned with unusually long
delays.

21%

Sometimes I'm satisfied but
sometimes I experience delays.

11%

I'm somewhat satisfied.

1%

I'm very satisfied with checkout
times.

1%

This poll has been closed.

366 votes

Shared with Moﬀett Boulevard + 21 nearby neighborhoods in General

REPLY

•

71

Maria, Jessica, Kimberly, and 38 others thanked you
Karen DeMello from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
A few weeks ago I complained via Safeway's website. It's gone from
busy to nearly unusable the past year, which is really too bad as
that's been my "go to" store for decades. I hope opening the
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that's been my "go to" store for decades. I hope opening the
Safeway on Rengstorﬀ this spring helps oﬄoad a bit.
Thanked!
You, Barbara, and Araceli thanked Karen
Robin Recla from Rex Manor · 2 Mar
Added on to the horrific wait times is the unusually rude checkers.
There's one specific there that is grumpy to baggers and guests
alike. I live two blocks from this Safeway but go to San Antonio and
El Camino Safeway to shop instead. Sad.
Thank
Lauren, Barbara, and Araceli thanked Robin
John Walsh from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
This Safeway is also not very well stocked anymore. Even though it
is less convenient, I like the Nob Hill on Grant Road.
Thank
Bea thanked John
Keith Quiggins from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
For years it's been underwhelming with its oﬀerings that we refer to
it as "Soviet Safeway" as half the time they don't have the items you
need. I'm talking basics ... nothing special like bananas or milk!
Thank
Lauren thanked Keith
Pat Glusco from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
I believe this is due to the cost of living and the new immigration
policy. I am not sure Safeway is responsible and there are hiring
signs everywhere. I found the same waiting lines at target. I believe
we will be seeing more self check outs. I too have gone to another
more expensive store as time is valuable
Thank
Karen thanked Pat
Brad Davis from Santiago Villa · 2 Mar
This store has small aisles, dirty conditions, stale hot foods, no
parking. Hate this store!
Thank
Lauren and Leila thanked Brad
Leila Hinshaw from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
Thank you Mr Markle! I just replied to the original thread to add my
voice to the long list. I really appreciate you and your wife getting
involved so the community can hopefully shop again where it's
convenient for us.
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convenient for us.
Thank
Barbara and Araceli thanked Leila
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
Pleaseton corporate doesn't care
Thank
Tammy Parker from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
The long lines, lack of urgency by the staﬀ and lack of cleanliness
have definitely impacted how much shopping I do at this Safeway.
Although it is only a couple of minutes away, I've stopped going
there. I've now switched nearly all my shopping to the small
neighborhood market at the end of the street and services like
Google Express and Amazon.
Thank
Susan thanked Tammy
Wes Duenow from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
I too have switched much of my shopping to more expensive
markets and services like Google Express and Amazon. This has
been going on far too long for it to be a temporary staﬃng issue.
Thank
Carrie Barch from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
Not only are the lines long, the employees are stressed and it
shows. I avoid going to Safeway to avoid the long lines and
bickering overheard from everyone.
Thank
Barbara thanked Carrie
Kelsey Leighton-Pollock from Rex Manor · 2 Mar
I'm new to the area and have found the same thing. Does anyone
have suggestions to local shops they love? Sprouts isn't too far
away, but I can't think of any other options (aside from Prime Fresh,
etc.)
Thank
Karen Fontana from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
I've lived near this Safeway 13 years. Product selection, display and
quality of products has greatly improved over the years (healthier
products, organic, gluten free options). I thought the long lines were
due to more people living in MtnView now.
Thank
Daniel and Pat thanked Karen
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Daniel and Pat thanked Karen
Bee Hanson from Santiago Villa · 2 Mar
The Miramonte Safeway at Cuesta is much better. Very helpful and
even cheerful staﬀ.
Thank
Max thanked Bee
Theresa Sanders from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
I avoid that store like the plague. I won't go to the one in S'vale on
Bernardo for this exact reason also. The Manager there was
unreasonable when I spoke to him about the lack of cashiers.
Thank
Rachel Arana from Santiago Villa · 2 Mar
I have stopped shopping at this Safeway and all others!
Thank
Devesh thanked Rachel
Dave Schiessler from Santiago Villa · 2 Mar
We avoid it as often as possible due t the long lines AND we
stopped using the Pharmacy long ago due to the horrible service
there plus lastly, it appears that they keep cutting back on
inventory...
Thank
John Waters from Santiago Villa · 2 Mar
It's insane. I've taken to shopping at the San Antonio Safeway
because of this problem.
Thank
Barbara thanked John
Amanda Lochun from Rex Manor · 2 Mar
This store has become a nightmare. I live in the neighborhood &
have shopped here for 12 years, but have started rearranging my
week just to avoid being stuck in this store. Missing & out of date
stock, checkout lines stretching up the aisles. I've considered
complaining to management several times, but of course there's noone to be found!
Thank
Kara Chambers from MV - Rengstorﬀ Ave · 2 Mar
I've spoken with a number of the checkers who have all confirmed
that it was a corporate decision to reduce the hours. They have
indicated that the management shares our concerns about the wait
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indicated that the management shares our concerns about the wait
times and we should all contact corporate.
Thank
Pat and Barbara thanked Kara
Ilya Gurin from Rex Manor · 2 Mar
But somehow they get enough customers to make those really long
lines.
Thank
Lauren and Daniel thanked Ilya
Lauren Liebert from South Whisman · 2 Mar
Corporate fails to understand the location of the store and the
community it serves. The meat counter and check staﬀ hours should
be increased, as people who leave work at 6, 7 or 8, this store
needs to be working for it's clientele and it is obviously not.
Thank
Micki Alm from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
I have completely stopped shopping at Safeway - not only the one
on Shoreline but all of them. It has been a horrible place to shop for
more than a year.
Thank
Erin Curtis from Rex Manor · 2 Mar
This is the worst Safeway in the area by far in terms of both stock
and staﬃng levels. With only a couple of exceptions the checkers
are very nice - just overwhelmed. The large store on San Antonio
seems to be much better staﬀed and I go out of my way to shop
there. I suspect the corporate parent is planning to phase out the
Bailey Park store entirely...
Thank
Barbara and Amanda thanked Erin
Dana gudelski from North Whisman · 6d ago
I try to avoid this location because I can never get the milk I need.
Fat free milk. But almost all the Safeway locations have long waits. I
was at the Sharon park Safeway on Monday evening and waited
about 10 or so minutes on line.
Thank
Ernie Flores from Rex Manor · 6d ago
Once the new Safeway opens on N. Rengstorﬀ , the Safeway on
shoreline will most likely be closed. So not to worry, relief is on it's
way.
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Thank
Barbara thanked Ernie
Susan Coles from Stierlin Estates · 6d ago
Wow, I'm amazed at the negative comments. I have shopped here
for over 30 years and find it to be well stocked and plenty of empty
parking spots. The San Antonio one has the tiniest parking lot I only
… View more
Thank
Daniel and Mendy thanked Susan
Kimia Habibi from Moﬀett Boulevard · 6d ago
I don't have complaints about the staﬀ or the parking, just that the
insane lines seem to continue late into the evening. I keep trying to
shop later and later to avoid the lines, but it seems like you'd need
to be there closer to 9pm on a weekday to have a reasonable wait.
Thank
Barbara thanked Kimia
Debbie Chin from Morgan · 6d ago
The staﬀ is great but there have been long lines for months at all
times of day and night. I'm impressed with how polite and friendly
the service still is. It can't be easy on them. Thanks George for doing
something tangible with our frustrations. I hope Shoreline doesn't
close when N. Rengstorﬀ opens.
Thank
Barbara thanked Debbie
Mendy Thijssen from Moﬀett Boulevard · 6d ago
I love the staﬀ over there too. They're very personable. They
recognize me and say hello when I'm there, sometimes asking me
where my kids are..., and I see them do that with others in line or in
the store. It's a nice touch. Although on the other hand I can see
how it might make lines take longer if cashiers are too chatty.
Thank
Daniel thanked Mendy
Becky Silva from South Whisman · 6d ago
After many excessive long waits in line at our local Safeway, Bailey
Plaza, I had had it. I asked for the district managers phone number
and called him, though the call went to his vmail, he did … View
more
Thank
Daniel and Barbara thanked Becky
Carol Oakes from Rex Manor · 6d ago
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Carol Oakes from Rex Manor · 6d ago
The long wait time in line is very frustrating...especially when all the
counters are not open.
Thank
Barry Burr from Rex Manor · 5d ago
Seems like deliberate understaﬃng. Could it be certain times of the
day? I shop mostly mid-late evening.
Thank
Firrend Naaman from Moﬀett Boulevard · 5d ago
The staﬀ there is very nice, but like the previous commenter said
they're stressed and it shows. The situation has gotten to the point
where last week there was only 3 people in front of me at around 7
PM and I got excited because how small the line was.
Thank
Barbara and Karina thanked Firrend
Laura Albaugh from South Whisman · 5d ago
I live down the road and now go to the Safeway in Bernardo in
Sunnyvale
Thank
Susan Coles from Stierlin Estates · 5d ago
I believe if there is going to be a Safeway opening on Rengstorﬀ it
will be to relieve some of the stress the Bailey Safeway is dealing
with. Not sure where but the place at Middlefield might work as it is
bigger than the old Walgreens but neither is as big as our Safeway. I
do try to avoid going in the late afternoon/evening due to more
shoppers.
Thank
Nancy Dinsmore from Rex Manor · 5d ago
I sent a complaint online to Safeway and had someone call me from
the corporate oﬃce. I went last night and was the only one in line
when I began the check out (10:30 pm) and there were about 15 …
View more
Thank
Kimberly, Denise, Marie, and 1 other thanked Nancy
Marie Mandoli from Shoreline West · 5d ago
The staﬀ there are underpaid and feel they have no voice or
influence in their work environment
Thank
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Kimberly and Raiza thanked Marie
Bea Reiter from Rex Manor · 5d ago
To add to the grievances we too try at all costs not to go to Safeway
anymore. We'd rather go across town to Nob Hill. Prices are
generally the same but the atmosphere is much better. And they
have self check which relieves some stress on the cashiers. That or
Grocery Outlet in Palo Alto.
Thank
Barbara Cooper from Morgan · 5d ago
Thanks for taking this on, George; I can see we're all far from alone
in our frustrations with this Safeway. I've lived and shopped in this
neighborhood for over 30 years, and it has NEVER been as … View
more
Thank
Cathy Merrill from Rex Manor · 4d ago
Thank you for taking this on George. I can walk to this Safeway but
the long lines make it convenient only in the mid morning and early
afternoon times. I've heard from a few sources that it was a
corporate decision to reduce cashiers hours, not the store
manager's. My hope is that this store won't close completely as
larger Safeways are opened.
Edited 4d ago
Thank
Firrend Naaman from Moﬀett Boulevard · 4d ago
I wonder if the average speed of checkout has increased since most
people have chip cards now. I feel like it takes more time to
checkout now but I don't know if that's actually true. If it is, that only
would make things worse.
Thank
Michael Norkoski from Cuesta Park · 4d ago
People...... It's Safeway....
Thank
September Higham from St. Francis Acres · 4d ago
For 25 years I have shopped at both the Safeway on Shoreline and
the Safeway on Miramonte. But over the past several months it has
been a Soviet Bread Line experience, every single time. I asked one
… View more
Thank
Kimberly, Michael, and Wes thanked September
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Kimberly, Michael, and Wes thanked September
Jim Anderson from Rex Manor · 4d ago
Even though I could walk to the Bailey Plaza Safeway on Shoreline
sometimes I'll drive to the Miramonte or San Antonio Safeway just
because the lines are generally shorter. But I'm not *that* loyal to
Safeway so I am starting to shop more at other places, including
Trader Joe's, Piazza's and Ava's Downtown Market & Deli (park in
the garage behind the store, right next to CVS).
Thank
Denise Banachowski from Rex Manor · 4d ago
I enjoyed shopping at nob hill on grant avenue this Sunday
afternoon at a peak time of 3pm.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 4d ago
Use safewaysurvey.net to voice long lines complaints
Thank
Travis Beals from Rex Manor · 3d ago
This Safeway is turning into a blight on the neighborhood. If
Safeway Corporate won't do something, could eminent domain be
used to seize the property and redevelop it (either into a park or
some more useful shops & restaurants)?
Thank
Ilya Gurin from Rex Manor · 3d ago
Legally, it probably could. As a practical matter, I think it's a terrible
idea. Eminent domain rarely goes well. I'm sure lots of developers
have their eyes on the property already. Once the anchor tenant's
lease expires, if the city signals a willingness to have the site
redeveloped, they'll pounce.
Thank
sapan pat from Rex Manor · 3d ago
The worst part is that they don't even keep the self-checkout lines
open all the time.
Its not great to wait for 15-20 mins for just 2 items
Thank
Susan Coles from Stierlin Estates · 3d ago
There is no self checkout at the Bailey Plaza Safeway. If there is
another store opening soon it will alleviate some of the problems our
Safeway is having.
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Safeway is having.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 3d ago
So who owns the property where shoreline Safeway is? Any ideas?
Thank
Becky Silva from South Whisman · 3d ago
Please call "Alex" a Safeway mgr, at 510.963.1404. Do not stop
calling, just keep on. Eventually we will annoy them into action.
Thank
Ashvee Kanwar from Moﬀett Boulevard · 3d ago
The lines at this Safeway are insane. The staﬀ have always been
professional and courteous though, but do not look particularly
happy. I live a stones throw away from Bailey Plaza but now prefer
to … View more
Thank
Kimberly thanked Ashvee
Barbara Pressman from Moﬀett Boulevard · 3d ago
Although I haven't had positive line experiences at 'this Safeway ,
yesterday there were 8 checkouts open and no lines at all
Thank
Kimberly McKinnis from Rex Manor · 3d ago
If anything else, this is a great thread for recommendations of
alternate markets and services. Freshpep is new to me. Thanks
neighbors :)
Thank
Nishani Fonseka from Rex Manor · 3d ago
I also went this Saturday early afternoon and I was also surprised
that there were quite a few check stands open and the wait was not
too long. So perhaps all these complaints have been heard or
maybe it was just a coincidence this weekend!!!
Thank
David thanked Nishani
Roy Thomas Harp from Rex Manor · 3d ago
OMG thank you. Thank you. Thank you. Yes I quit going there
because of the lines. To go after profit rather than helping the
community get home quicker to be with their families is horrendous.
We are … View more
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We are … View more
Thank
Susan thanked Roy Thomas
Geri Gaeta from North Whisman · 3d ago
My husband and I make jokes about how terrible this is ALL of the
time but in all seriousness, we have just started to avoid Safeway at
all costs. We have spoken to the store manger several times over
several months with no improvements. My husband Jon also sent
an email to their corporate head quarters. Thank you for doing this!
Thank
Emma Kostyanovsky from South Whisman · 3d ago
I think the management is already aware of the situation - I shopped
at this store earlier today and saw Hiring Fair signs posted around
the store. The fair is this Wed, March 8, so I hope we'll see the much
needed improvements soon. Hang in there, folks! :)
Thank
Susan Frank from Moﬀett Boulevard · 3d ago
Please add me to the letter. I avoid shopping at this Safeway unless
it's an emergency. ~Susan Frank
Thank
Susan Frank from Moﬀett Boulevard · 3d ago
p.s. The other weekend morning, there were 5-6 staﬀ doing other
jobs while a single check-out clerk had not fewer than 10 people on
line. This is not a hiring issue.
Thank
Jeanette VanderKwaak from South Whisman · 3d ago
I think at least 9 out of the last 10 times I've been there, there were 2
checkout lanes with very long lines (10 or greater), whether it was a
Saturday afternoon or a Wednesday at 830pm or a Monday 10am. If
staﬃng is the issue, they need to install self checkout, so that one
employee can keep an eye on 6 checkout stations. That would help.
Thank
Carol Webber from Santiago Villa · 3d ago
I was there last night, (Sunday) and I saw a sign for a Hiring Fair on
Wednesday of this week.
Thank
Bill Janssen from Jason Way · 3d ago
After 18 years using that pharmacy, which used to be great, I had to
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After 18 years using that pharmacy, which used to be great, I had to
give up on it. Long lines, typically 15-30 minutes (40 once), plus they
never seemed to have the prescriptions ready -- I always had to
come back.
Thank
Kim Castro from Rex Manor · 3d ago
We have stopped shopping at Safeway too between Costco, Google
Express, and JP Produce on Moﬀett we have everything we need. I
love JP Produce. They turn over produce fast...so its fresh, they
have fresh acme bread daily, pastries, a feesh meat and chese
counter and everything we need. The owners r MV residents and
they have happy staﬀ.
Thank
Tammy thanked Kim
Barry Burr from Rex Manor · 2d ago
Let's not forget the Milk Pail, the home of the Mountain View
resistance against big landlords and property developers, that's also
a great place to go food shopping. The city let Bumble Bee get
shoved out of business by big money landlords, let not let the city
enable the Milk Pail to suﬀer the same fate.
Thank
Alicia thanked Barry
Tammy Parker from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2d ago
I would also like to put a plug in for JP Produce at the corner of
Central Ave and Moﬀett as an option to Safeway. They have a
surprisingly large selection, great produce and meat choices.
Thank
Catherine and Amanda thanked Tammy
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2d ago
Shoreline Safeway has a new meat manager and she says Shoreline
store is a nite store and thats when most of her meats sells
She said all mark downs will b only 30% now no more 50%oﬀ
Thank
Catherine Katen from North Whisman · 2d ago
I also use JP Produce. They're great!
Thank
James Balkite from Sierra Vista Park · 1d ago
This Shoreline Safeway location is a nightmare for checkout. It's like
they're surprised that people want to shop for groceries after work.
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Instead I'll go to Piazzas where the prices are higher but at least I
know I don't have to wait to check out AND I can use Apple Pay.
Please properly staﬀ the Shoreline Safeway and enable mobile
payments!
Thank
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Nextdoor.com private social network for neighborhood

Long lines at Safeway on Shoreline
Julie Muir from North Whisman · 13 Feb

Does anyone know why there is always a long line at the check out? No matter
the time of day? This is crazy! The evening before Valentine's Day only 2
checkers, no express check and over 16 people in each of the two lines.
Manager is on lunch. Terrible customer service!
Julie
Shared with North Whisman + 14 nearby neighborhoods in General
THANKED!

•

12

REPLY

•

132

You, Sharon, Rebecca, and 9 others thanked Julie
Karthik Dj from Rock Creek · 13 Feb
Unfortunately this was the case even on Sunday evening. Very long
lines. Only 2 counters open.
Thank
Holly thanked Karthik
Dana gudelski from North Whisman · 13 Feb
That is generally my experience at any Safeway at any time of day.
Between work and personal I go to several diﬀerent stores in any
month and they are all awful. Especially in the evenings. I often see
lines go into the aisles. I hate Safeway.
Thank
David thanked Dana
Anna Dapelo-Garcia from Stierlin Estates · 13 Feb
Yes an ongoing problem. I called the Safeway corporate oﬃce and
no one called back. Terrible
Thank
kat adams from North Whisman · 13 Feb
We've wondered this same thing. No matter what time or day,
always 10+ people waiting in each line. We stopped going because
it's faster for us to drive further.
Thank
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Rebecca Siegel from North Whisman · 13 Feb
And it seems to be just this Safeway in particular-in my experience. I
wonder why?
Thank
Amy Thompson from Moﬀett Boulevard · 13 Feb
We've noticed the same thing with the long lived and often drive to
San Antonio station to avoid the one on Shoreline. Which is sad,
because shoreline is a scant 4 blocks from the house.
Edited on 14 Feb
Thank
Dana gudelski from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I like San Antonio better for other reasons, but the lines there can be
really long too especially at night. Menlo Park doesn't seem to be as
long, but sooo slow.
Thank
Jessica Gandhi from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I have had very similar experiences there as well recently in addition
to a few very unfriendly and sometimes rude customer service
encounters. It's frustrating because it is the most convenient store
… View more
Thank
Greg thanked Jessica
Suschiel Gandhi from North Whisman · 13 Feb
We've noticed the same problem often. It's only been this way for a
few months- considering other stores, but the local one is so
convenient. Very disappointed
Thank
Greg thanked Suschiel
Colleen Thornton from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I noticed it too last Tuesday when I went at 5pm. I wondered if it's
because they can't hire enough workers.
Thank
Colleen Thornton from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I noticed it too last Tuesday when I went at 5pm. I wondered if it's
because they can't hire enough workers.
Thank
Colleen Thornton from North Whisman · 13 Feb
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Colleen Thornton from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I noticed it too last Tuesday when I went at 5pm. I wondered if it's
because they can't hire enough workers.
Thank
Yana Khmelnik from North Whisman · 13 Feb
Same here, I avoid Safeway now all together. Nob Hill on Grant Rd is
so much faster with self checkout and, quite frankly, has better
selection and fresher produce too.
Thank
Brian and Owen thanked Yana
Bonfei Kao from Whisman Station · 13 Feb
I saw a sign on the old fresh & easy building on rengstroﬀ that is will
be a Safeway. I go to Trader Joe's on a weekly basis. If I don't find
what I want at Trader Joe's then I can just walk to Safeway from TJ.
Sprouts also is pretty decent.
Thank
Darrell Jan from North Whisman · 13 Feb
I've also noticed that this safeway has become suddenly
understaﬀed a few months ago. A lot of times I arrive and there are
zero available carts. Definitely worse than last year.
Thank
Peggy Keep from Moﬀett Boulevard · 14 Feb
A friend of mine Called the district oﬃce if we all do it then maybe
things will change. I "I decided to call Safeway corporate
headquarters to complain about the appalling lack of staﬀ at the
Shoreline store and extreme level of stress the checkers seem to be
under because of understaﬃng. The name of the District Manager is
Steve Kozak. The District number is 925-469-7000."
Thank
Greg, Donna, Flaurie, and 7 others thanked Peggy
Peggy Keep from Moﬀett Boulevard · 14 Feb
What is more appalling is that Safeway has bought up Andronicos
and is putting in Safeway instead
Thank
Carolyn Danforth-Cutler from North Whisman · 14 Feb
This has been going on for some time. Last night I walked in, looked
at the line and walked out! Thank you, neighbors, for the contact
information above.
Thank
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Thank
Joe O'Hara from Old Mountain View · 14 Feb
Ironically, the quietest I ever saw this Safeway was when picking up
a few last minute items on Christmas Eve. I expected it would be
busier than ever, but I didn't have to wait in line at all... Go figure.
Thank
Jerry Steach from Old Mountain View · 14 Feb
What that Shoreline Safeway desperately needs -- in addition to a
larger and less-stressed staﬀ, of course -- is something that's found
in just about every other modern grocery store: a self-checkout
section.
Thank
John thanked Jerry
Christina Oran from North Whisman · 14 Feb
I've started going to the Safeway on El Camino in Sunnyvale, but it
would be so much nicer if there were enough employees at the
close Safeway! I've also started shopping more frequently at JL
Produce on Moﬀett when I only need a couple things.
Thank
Anna thanked Christina
Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 14 Feb
The lines have been exceptionally long these past few weeks. Down
the shopping isles. Time to change stores.
Thank
Tee Ho from North Whisman · 14 Feb
I was told that they had to cut hours of cashiers at that Safewat
since they didn't meet last year's sale goal. Now I guess they will be
even further away from their goal by making customers wait.
Thank
Amy Thompson from Moﬀett Boulevard · 14 Feb
After reading this thread, I'm disturbed by an interaction that
happened yesterday around 3pm when I was checking out. For
once, the lines weren't horribly long and there were many lanes
open - but it … View more
Thank
Marisa thanked Amy
Barry Twycross from South Whisman · 14 Feb
I've never had a problem there before Sunday. I go there
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I've never had a problem there before Sunday. I go there
occasionally to grab a few things as it's the closest market. This
Sunday I popped in at lunchtime, saw the length of the lines and
walked right back out again. There were also no carts in the corral
outside.
Their loss.
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 14 Feb
I was there last Sunday am experiencing the same problems. We
should call. Thanks for the phone number.
Thank
Marie Blach from Stierlin Estates · 14 Feb
Thank you for the number, we will definitely call. We have gone
during diﬀerent times of day and the past few weeks have been
really bad.
Thank
Barbara Sato from Rock Creek · 14 Feb
The clerks have been commenting for some time that the store is
woefully understaﬀed. A clerk last week said to direct concerns to
corporate not the store manager. Historically, Valentine's Day has
been bad. All those poor guys who go to work find out what day it is
and rush in to get cards, flowers and candy before they go home.
Thank
Elisabeth Fjaerestad from Sylvan Park · 14 Feb
I usually go to the Sunnyvale Safeways. They can be bad after 5pm
too, especially since Albertsson decided to close down the local
Lucky's after they acquired Safeway.
With so many new apartments … View more
Thank
Jennifer Pence from Moﬀett Boulevard · 14 Feb
It is definitely understaﬀed on a regular basis and worse on
holidays/special occasions.
Thank
Lynne Howarth from Whisman Station · 14 Feb
This thread is so timely..... I never go there in the evenings because
of the lines. Last Wednesday @8pm I had to reluctantly go and get
something for school for my son. I texted him this photo to make
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something for school for my son. I texted him this photo to make
him feel bad. I was halfway in line and already waited 15 mins.

Thank
Corinn thanked Lynne
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 14 Feb
Safeway has had labor issues for a while, I think since Albertson's
bought Safeway over a year ago (maybe more).
Thank
David Theil from North Whisman · 15 Feb
I lived in Palo Alto, and the Safeway on Middlefield Road always had
long lines in the evenings. When I first began complaining about this
probably three maybe four years ago, I was told that the … View
more
Thank
Ruth Schreiner from Wescoat Village · 15 Feb
My neighbor is a checker there--they're always hiring! Even
teenagers!!! There are labor issues for sure--they are unionized so
have to have so many hours and I do know believe it or not esp. this
store is in financial straits.
Thank
Claire Alexander from South Whisman · 15 Feb
When I first moved to Mountain View 6 months ago, I tried this store
several times (diﬀerent days & hours) and always found the lines to
be unacceptably long. I finally gave up and refuse to shop there. I
experienced lines that took 20 - 45 minutes to check out on the
handful of times I was in the store.
Thank
Amy thanked Claire
Stuart Eichert from North Whisman · 15 Feb
Let Safeway know about your bad experiences and that you are
taking your business elsewhere. Give specific details like : exact
store location, time of day, length of wait, etc. Let them know that …
View more
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Thank
Peggy thanked Stuart
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 15 Feb
Ruth Schreiner, then why are they opening another store in
Rengstorﬀ??
Thank
Ruth Schreiner from Wescoat Village · 15 Feb
I honestly don't know their corporate structure but I just know about
that one location and I believe as a corporate structure they are very
strong I believe that that store might be actually a loss leader believe
it or not due to the huge diverse economic background they have a
ton of poverty-stricken people for their clientele along with a small
amount of wealthy or well oﬀ clientele.
Thank
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 15 Feb
I just posted an inquiry to Safeway corporate about the number of
responses to this post and will let all know of any response.
Christina and Micki thanked you
Margery Ryan from Moﬀett Boulevard · 15 Feb
I called corporate last Friday. Got call back on Sat. am. Steve Kozak
assured me that he will look into it an get back. Phone number is on
bottom of every receipt. Why don't you all call.
Marge Ryan
Thank
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 15 Feb
Good idea, Marge. CALL 877-723-3929 to complain. (As with lines
in the store, there may be a wait time.)
Anna Lena from Sylvan Park · 15 Feb
Safeway in Sunnyvale is not too bad when I go there, usually on
weekends. I second the other person above recommending JL
Produce on Moﬀett. Tiny store but Awesome!! And then Sprouts. I
just avoid rush hour at ALL cost. For everything.
Thank
Peggy Keep from Moﬀett Boulevard · 16 Feb
Safeway has bought up a lot of stores in the area and is opening
them with their brand name. Like andronicos over in los altos and a
few others. I emailed them asking to not bring their stores here ,
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few others. I emailed them asking to not bring their stores here ,
Citing lack of good product and terrible service.
Thank
Corinne Poulsen from Old Mountain View · 16 Feb
The new(ish) Safeway in downtown Los Altos is a dream! A little
further away, but never any lines. In fact, I've never even seen it
crowded. Ample, easy parking as well.
Thank
Beth Treitel from Moﬀett Boulevard · 16 Feb
They have an employee shortage. Can't seem to hold on to people. I
was there when they called for another checker knowing that
nobody was there, but it calms down the people in the line if they
make the call.
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 16 Feb
The downtown Los Altos Safeway is rarely crowded because it is
not very popular. It is "under-performing" with a high turnover of
store managers.
Thank
Marisa Terrazas from MV - Rengstorﬀ Ave · 16 Feb
I have noticed this for a while now and every time we ask about it
the clerks are rude or just say there were a lot of sick calls that
day(Every time?🤔 ). Once I was ask to do a survey at the shoreline
location and when I politely declined the cashier was rude and gave
a ton of attitude.... if I did do the survey he would have not gotten a
good review at all!
Very frustrating problem.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 16 Feb
Yes and they can't roast good chickens anymore. Burnt and dry
Thank
Max Hauser from Old Mountain View · 16 Feb
I drop in occasionally at the Shoreline (Bailey Park Plaza) Safeway,
infrequently (2-3 times a year) and at random hours. I didn't notice it
being crowded over the years except at times when I'd expect it
(like during evening commute) but I wonder if it has gotten much
worse just in recent months (since the last time I shopped there)?
Thank
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Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 16 Feb
I think it's gotten worse over the past few months, especially on the
weekends.
Thank
Sharon Killingsworth from Moﬀett & Middlefield · 16 Feb
Much worse!
Thank
john greg from Moﬀett Boulevard · 16 Feb
I went in one night, saw the lines, turned around, and left for Ava's.
Easy short term parking nearby and no lines! If it has what you need,
give it a shot.
Thank
Catherine Katen from North Whisman · 17 Feb
Yup, I just avoid the store.
Thank
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 17 Feb
A couple of days ago I reported the unusually large participation in
this thread to Safeway. This morning I received a call from area
manager, Alex, in Pleasanton to discuss the long wait times. He …
View more
Sharon, Max, Sandy, and 6 others thanked you
Margaret Chapman from Moﬀett & Middlefield · 17 Feb
Thanks for this update.
Thank
Geoﬀrey Mattson from Old Mountain View · 17 Feb
It's been a longstanding problem at that store. I thought they had a
deliberate policy to understaﬀ at night.
Thank
Mariana Hawawini from Moﬀett Boulevard · 17 Feb
Was just talking about this with my husband. It's definitely been
getting worse and I'm glad to see I'm not the only one! I mainly shop
at JL's (to echo others on the thread- it's the best!) but every now
and then I have to brave the Safeway lines.
Thank
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Peggy Keep from Moﬀett Boulevard · 17 Feb
I was there this morning and there were 8 people in one line. In the
middle of the morning.
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 17 Feb
I've been following this thread but not familiar with JL's?
Thank
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 17 Feb
Let's give them a few days to see if that jog may have helped. (See
above.)
Jennifer Pence from Moﬀett Boulevard · 17 Feb
JL has great prices, especially for produce, and is in the little strip
mall at 311 Moﬀett at Central Ave: https://www.yelp.com/biz/jlproduce-moun... I also love supporting a family-run business!
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 17 Feb
Yes, of course!
Thank
David Karpf from Rock Creek · 17 Feb
Yes, it's because they've cut back on employee staﬃng since the
Albertson's take-over.....
Thank
Audry Ecker from North Whisman · 17 Feb
I've been going there for years, and lately it's just been unbearable.
Long lines, not enough tellers, and now I have to go back out to get
a cart from the parking lot half the time. Often I think there is NO
MANAGER on site. Definately planning to go to Rengstorﬀ when it
opens. Not sure how much better that'll be. Shouldn't have to drive
across town to get basic groceries, etc.
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 17 Feb
Albertson's is not interested in customer service, only their bottom
line. Most of the long-time (read seniority and higher wages)
checkers at the Miramonte and downtown Los Altos Safeways have
been forced out with transfers to other stores with impossible
commutes for them since the Albertson's take over. I see one of
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those checkers who now works at the San Antonio Trader Joe's.
Thank
Sharon thanked Linda
David Theil from North Whisman · 18 Feb
I want to talk to this Pleasanton area manager, Alex, that George
Marilee spoke to. I have seen the same phenomenon at the
Middlefield Safeway in Palo Alto, and the San Antonio. Feels
systemic.
Thank
Sue Antonoplos from Old Mountain View · 18 Feb
It all started to go downhill when Albertsons acquired Safeway. ABs
business model was driven by cost, instead of service and fair price
as was Safeway's model. They did away with SWY's service
program and you can see the downgrade in employee's attention to
detail as well as the customer.
Safeway did not do everything right but they were far better than
what Albertsons had done to them now. Sad.
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 18 Feb
Sue, you're absolutely right. I'm recently home from the Miramonte
Safeway where there were only three checkers with six to ten people
on each line. After 18 minutes, I got to the nice checker who … View
more
Thank
Sue thanked Linda
Michael Nguyen from Moﬀett & Middlefield · 18 Feb
This is every night at Safeway :(
Thank
Carrielynn Haedtler from South Whisman · 19 Feb
Stop shopping there. There are other stores for your business. We
love JLproduce on Moﬀet
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 19 Feb
You know, it's not a real comparison: Safeway and JL. But I agree,
shop elsewhere if you wish. I already shop TJ's, Whole Foods and
Safeway regularly. And Safeway is the closest to where I live. So I'm
not ready to add another, except maybe JL as it's even closer than
Safeway. One nice thing about waiting in line is I end up talking to
people next to me. But no longer a place to 'grab and go'.
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people next to me. But no longer a place to 'grab and go'.
Thank
Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 19 Feb
I like to grab a tabloid and catch up on celebrity gossip.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 19 Feb
Someone can contact Michael Finney on ur side 415 954 8151 and
ask has Safeway customers been complaing About Safeways
service since Albertsons took over
Thank
Diana Watters from Moﬀett & Middlefield · 19 Feb
This has been going on for years at the Shoreline Safeway - I've
complained to the manager (when I could find him/her) multiple
times - if everyone on this post complained maybe something would
change! Complain to the checker at least, when you finally make it
there!
Thank
Devesh thanked Diana
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 19 Feb
Has anyone noticed the now hiring signs posted. One cashier told
me
Thank
Roberto thanked Gloria
Barry Robinson from Moﬀett Boulevard · 20 Feb
I think they just need about 4 self checkout machines and
everything would be fine.
Thank
Max thanked Barry
Max Hauser from Old Mountain View · 20 Feb
Barry, that might be an issue with the union. Safeway has long had a
strong employee union.
Thank
David Karpf from Rock Creek · 20 Feb
Actually, it's,no longer Safeway, it's,Albertson's ....
Thank
Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 20 Feb
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Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 20 Feb
Please don't complain to the checkers, they are not in control and
are all ready so stressed.
Thank
Peggy and David thanked Teresa
Charlotte Palmer from North Whisman · 21 Feb
I called and left a message today for Steve Kozak, the District
Manager with his Admin.(925-469-7000) I explained the situation
factually as best I could without anger, ranting or rudeness.
Thank
Sharon and Sandy thanked Charlotte
Stuart Eichert from North Whisman · 21 Feb
Today, I used Instacart to order from Whole Foods. No hassle, no
long lines.
Thank
Sandy thanked Stuart
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 21 Feb
There were 5 checkers this am
Thank
Sandy thanked Gloria
Steve Chandler from North Whisman · 21 Feb
I stopped going to Safeway, mainly due to the long waits, but
among those of you who still do is anyone telling Safeway how what
a horrible job they are doing in managing their checkouts?
By the way, almost always, it is all about the money. If Safeway
realizes and admits that sales are lost due to the long lines, most
likely they will put more checkers there and lines will shorten...
Thank
Devesh thanked Steve
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 21 Feb
I think Safeway's multiple problems began with Albertson's buying
the chain about a year or more ago with union issues, low morale,
high turnover of checkers and managers. Profit is high on A's list
while customer service is not.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 21 Feb
Their CEO OR CFO needs to go back to school or read Everything I
need to know i learned in Kindergarten
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There won't be much profit without customers
Ive notice their lower prices on some items everyweek
Lets buy more from their competition 😅 😅
Thank
Aaron Daar from Old Mountain View · 21 Feb
Is that location even profitable? That might explain their reluctance
to staﬀ up.
Thank
Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 22 Feb
Well hello everybody! I was at the Safeway this afternoon around
2:30 PM and guess what?
They had four checkers on the floor and NO LINES! Maybe all our
calling made the diﬀerence.
Edited on 22 Feb
Thank
David and Charlotte thanked Teresa
Lynne Howarth from Whisman Station · 22 Feb
Maybe they took the checkers from Sunnyvale. I did my big shop as
usual this morning in Sunnyvale and checked out @10;30 and it took
almost 20 minutes. No checkers, no bag packers and no carts.
Terrible....
Edited on 22 Feb
Thank
Charlotte Palmer from North Whisman · 22 Feb
I am so appreciative to hear from Teresa that things seem to be
improving at Safeway. It is a convenient location that I would not like
to lose. Thank you for posting your observation.
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 22 Feb
This is winter break week for lots of schools so lots of folks are up
enjoying the snow. I was in the Miramonte Safeway about 2 pm
today and it was empty!
Thank
Keith Quiggins from Moﬀett Boulevard · 22 Feb
Better to pay more and shop at Whole Foods. I'm tired of the lines
at Safeway and I'm in and out of Whole Foods quicker as they are
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at Safeway and I'm in and out of Whole Foods quicker as they are
willing to pay their staﬀ more .. unlike Safeway where the manager
said he couldn't keep people based on what they pay
Thank
Oscar Gonzalez from North Whisman · 23 Feb
I've definitely noticed that the lines have been out of control in the
last couple of months.
Thank
Nina thanked Oscar
Steve Chandler from North Whisman · 23 Feb
Yes, better to go to Whole Foods where checkers receive better pay,
lines are shorter and healthy food options are better, When standing
in an unacceptably long line, do the math and find out how much is
your time worth?
Thank
Daniel Cheng from North Whisman · 23 Feb
While we used to exclusively shop at Safeway, now we go
everywhere but -- Sprouts on San Antonio, Trader Joe's, 99Ranch
on Grant, Nob Hill. There's lots of local options.
Thank
Teresa Beyer from Rock Creek · 23 Feb
I just want to shop at one place and find the things I've been
purchasing
for decades.
Thank
David thanked Teresa
Marisa Terrazas from MV - Rengstorﬀ Ave · 24 Feb
I totally agree! One place less running around!
Thank
Pablo Nusenovich from Moﬀett Boulevard · 24 Feb
Wasn't any better at 3pm... 2 mins to get my groceries, 20 in line!
Thank
Miranda Cappetti from North Whisman · 24 Feb
Went in around 5 yesterday and today and they had 4-5 checkers.
Only had 4-5 people in front of me each night. New faces at the
registers. Thank goodness. I swear last Friday I had turned around
and walked out around 7pm, as it only had 2 checkers and lines 15
people deep. This week it appears to be better. Fingers crossed
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people deep. This week it appears to be better. Fingers crossed
Thank
Oscar thanked Miranda
David Haedtler from South Whisman · 25 Feb
We do all of our grocery shopping at JL Produce. Small locally
owned business, great fresh produce, good butcher, and everything
you need, especially if you're not into packaged food.
Thank
Anna thanked David
Matt Bernal from South Whisman · 26 Feb
Bump to 100 replies
Thank
Oscar Gonzalez from North Whisman · 26 Feb
Went back to Safeway yesterday and was pleased to see that many
lines were open. Short wait! 🙌
Thank
Greg Coladonato from South Whisman · 27 Feb
Tons of people in line today, before noon.

Thank
George Markle from Moﬀett Boulevard · 27 Feb
My wife just got home from Safeway (8:45 pm) after having stood in
line for 15 minutes waiting for a checker. While waiting, she
summoned the manager to ask the reason for the long lines. The
manager told her "We don't have the manpower." Sounds like
corporate ignoring staﬃng requirements.
Diana Watters from Moﬀett & Middlefield · 28 Feb
Since there's so much input from folks (104 replies since Feb 13),
and interest in this problem, perhaps it is time for you, Julie, to print
out this thread and send/take it to Safeway (if that hasn't … View
more
Thank
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Thank
Steve thanked Diana
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 28 Feb
Send to Head Corporate in Southern Ca 7 ON YOUR SIDE
MICHAEL FINNEY 415 954 8151 knows the address- email etc
Thank
Geoﬀ Thompson from Whisman Station · 28 Feb
It might be that they just can't hire the help. Don't know if that's the
problem.
Thank
Leila Hinshaw from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
Hi since there is now a letter going out to the CEO (thank you Mr.
Markle!) I want to add my voice to this thread. The Safeway in
question is the closest large grocery store to my house. After having
… View more
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
Since a new store is coming to Rengstroﬀ this will be the norm for
Shoreline.. (Lousy Service) That's why they are promoting Monopoly
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 2 Mar
I was there yesterday afternoon checked out through express with
no problems.
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
I hope your letter goes to the correct corporate oﬃce. My
satisfaction came when Michael Finney (7on your side)415 954 8151
(10am -12pm) contacted corporate Safeway in southern Ca
southetn Ca corporate solved my issue pronto
Thank
Geoﬀ Thompson from Whisman Station · 2 Mar
The new location on Rengstorﬀ is likely to have size problems. The
Fresh and Easy store was smaller than most Safeways. I find it odd
that no one in this very long thread has even mentioned the Lucky
store at Matilda and Maude. (I am not that discriminating wrt grocery
stores as I eat out most of the time.)
Thank
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Thank
Andrew Liebchen from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
Add the lines a Safeway to airplane noise as the most pressing
concerns in our city, according to NextDoor...
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
Luckys is good Patrinis is good Smart and Final Nob Hill Ranch 99
JL produce on moﬀett blvd La Plaza on Rengstroﬀ at rail tracks.
Trader Joes there are many choices. Location location
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 2 Mar
I just heard that the new site at Rengstorﬀ will be a "Community
Market" a la Draegers or Andronicos.
Thank
Leila thanked Sandy
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 2 Mar
Safeway (now owned by Albertson's) has an "upscale" division their community markets. They recently purchased Andronico's (3 or
4 locations). The Los Altos Rancho location closed about a month
ago and is being remodeled.
Thank
David Karpf from Rock Creek · 2 Mar
Thanks, Sandy. If that is true, it looks like driving to Rengstorﬀ will
become my norm....
Thank
Max Hauser from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
Thanks for all of the informed updates here!
People who remember the history of what's now called Andronico's
might chuckle at today's categorizations, like "Community Market"
and "upscale," even … View more
Thank
David Karpf from Rock Creek · 2 Mar
Max, great post. I was living in North Berkeley (1st 2002 Rose Ave.,
then 1414 Milvia Ave.) when the Park & Shop 1st morphed into
Andronico's. It's a shame that it is now becoming a Safeway, but I'm
sure the Safeway in the Gourmet Ghetto is nicer than our local one
on Shoreline.....
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on Shoreline.....
Thank
Ravi Iyer from Whisman Station · 2 Mar
I gave up on Safeway many years ago in favor of Felipes Market
(felipesmarket.com). It is a bit tight in the aisles and navigating
between aisles without giving up your personal space can be
diﬃcult. But compared to the waxed, polished and overpriced
produce hawked by Safeway, I prefer Felipes. Try it out, you may
save a ton of $$. Also, the variety can't be beat :-)
Thank
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2 Mar
How come Google people r not complaining?
Thank
David Karpf from Rock Creek · 2 Mar
Ravi, Felipe's also has better bread than Safeway (e.g., ACME)
Thank
Andrew Liebchen from Old Mountain View · 2 Mar
Google people shop at Whole Foods 😜
Thank
Sandy Songy from South Whisman · 2 Mar
Where is Felipe's?
Thank
Ravi Iyer from Whisman Station · 2 Mar
Felipe's is a hop skip and jump from the Safeway on Bernardo. Here
is the address 1101 W El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. Same
strip mall as the CVS and UPS store.
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 6d ago
To add to Max's comments re Andronico's - before it opened at Los
Altos Rancho, the original Rancho Market was the grocery store
(never Lucky's or anything else) , in that location and it was a family
… View more
Thank
Iris Lubitz from Sahara · 6d ago
Felipe's is an international market with products from Russia, Israel,
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Felipe's is an international market with products from Russia, Israel,
Italy, Mexico and many other countries. Some of the labels don't
have English translations but the range of foods is incredible … View
more
Thank
Sandy thanked Iris
Gloria Mungo from Moﬀett Boulevard · 6d ago
Felipe's is nice but no meat
Thank
Linda Galbraith from Sylvan Park · 6d ago
Since the area grocery store reports have gotten both informative
and interesting, I thought I'd add my two cents about my visit today
to the new and just opened Safeway Community Market in Los
Altos … View more
Thank
Devesh Parekh from Moﬀett Boulevard · 5d ago
I stopped going to that Safeway years ago due to too few open
checkout lanes. Enough people still go there (at least enough to
cause those lines) that the store manager doesn't care and will
continue not to care if you complain. Just stop shopping there, and
you'll be happy.
Thank
Catherine thanked Devesh
Greg Coladonato from South Whisman · 5d ago
Rather than get stuck in some long lines, today I signed up for
Amazon Fresh, and will have the groceries I need delivered when I
need them, without lines.
Thank
Carrie DeWeese from South Whisman · 4d ago
Greg, you'll love Amazon Fresh! I've been using it for over a year.
Thank
Greg thanked Carrie
Pablo Nusenovich from Moﬀett Boulevard · 2d ago
Line extends up to the Deli area... Bye Safeway
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